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a disaster; but our last signals, as they faded into silence, were tell-
ing o£ good weather. I quote them from the radio-log of the Wyatt
Earp:
1548—WELL I ESTIMATE THAT WE ARE AT SEVENT . . . ONE . . .
EKRABOUTS . . . MY GUESS IS ... AT THAT . . . PECT STILL CLEAR . , ,
TO S ... IGHT DULL . . . LITTLE NO WIND.
That is easily translated. Hollick-Kenyon then thought that we
had reached 71° W. Long., or thereabouts, that the flying prospects
ahead were clear, though to the south the light was dull, and there
was little or no wind. No hint of disaster in that message. More-
over, fifteen minutes later Lanz caught our signals again, but could
not read them. The trouble was evidently a simple failure of the
radio.
This was the view taken by everyone connected with the expedi-
tion and by every explorer familiar with the Antarctic, Stefansson,
interviewed in New York, gave us three chances in four of being
safe. Wilkins was privately assuring my wife of his belief that we
had reached Little America, though her confidence in my safety
never flagged. While the sensational press was headlining: "The
Ill-fated Ellsworth Flight," Byrd voiced the opinion that we were in
Little America, citing his own experience when several members
of his first expedition were "lost" for a week in the Rockefeller
Mountains, near Little America, because their radio had gone out of
commission.
About the time the radio failed, on the distant right horizon a
mountain range with isolated black peaks became visible, which
faded out twenty minutes later. After forty-five minutes a few more
peaks showed on the same sky-line; and in another twenty-five
minutes more mountains—120 to 140 miles distant—appeared on
our left (south) horizon, and also a few peaks on the right.
The Polar Star droned along, nearly a mile above an unbroken
desert of snow. There were no marks now by which we could
determine drift or ground speed accurately. Now and then a puff
of wind blew a little snow, so that we could determine surface-
wind direction. Once Kenyon passed me a note: "So this is
Antarctica! How do you like it?"

